sunsoka pools
TM

The ultimate lifestyle product just became
affordable - with a beautiful natural-wood
Sunsoka swimming pool. Give your family the
lifestyle they've always dreamed of with a private
pool at home, and rest-assured with a Sunsoka
product you'll be creating a first-class fun and
fitness facility that will last a lifetime.

from 1swim.com

Fun and Fitness for Everyone
Mum & Dad - Enjoy fun quality time with the
kids, and create happy family memories that
will last a lifetime.
Kids - Love birthdays and holidays keeping fit and
having fun in their own private swimming pool.
Fitness Enthusiasts - Will stay in great shape
with a premium health facility at home.

Families all over the UK are choosing British-made Sunsoka
pools to enhance their homes and enjoy a fabulous five-star
lifestyle at a highly affordable price. With a great range of sizes
and custom-made options, you can be sure we have a pool
that suits your space and budget.

Grandparents - Can enjoy relaxing, therapeutic
exercise in the seclusion and privacy of a
private outdoor space.

Free Underwater Light with Every Sunsoka
Pool - for Elegant Night-time Illumination

Luxury leisure you can afford
Your Pool - Your Way
Our range of stylish pools come in a variety
of sizes to suit any space or budget - and
with our choice of optional extras we can
match individual pool features to suit you
and your family. Or we can custom-design a
pool size or shape for almost any space at a
very affordable price - we even offer extradurable pools for schools. Just ask your local
approved Sunsoka dealer for more details.

Self-build for maximum
savings…

Take the Plunge - above or
below... you choose

Natural-wood Sunsoka pools are premium
products with an added bonus - save hundreds
of pounds with our self-build option, creating a
first-class private leisure facility at a fraction of
the usual cost. Our pools are uniquely designed
for simple home construction, meaning the
self-build enthusiast with relatively little
building know-how can construct our products
in a long weekend. It's easy, and don't forget our expert support team are just a phone call
away to answer any self-build queries.

Yes - you can fit your Sunsoka above or below
ground. The superior quality pressure-treated
Sunsoka timber means it will remain just as
durable and long-lasting when submerged.

…or put your feet up and let
us build it for you
With our approved Sunsoka Installation teams
operating nationwide, we can construct a
stunning Sunsoka classic in your outdoor
space, or create a designer custom-made pool
just for you at a highly competitive price. Just
put your feet up and let us do the work.
Whichever build package you choose, the
Sunsoka easy-to-assemble design ensures rapid
construction on any site - so your swimming
pool will be ready to jump into in super-fast time.

Sunsoka Sport
The Sunsoka Sport is a unique fitness option
for health enthusiasts, offering the exercise
benefits of a full-sized swimming pool
without the need for a massive outdoor
space. The compact Sport model is designed
as the ideal space for a single swimmer, and
features a high-power jet to create a strong
current for swimming against the tide.
Complete with an all over tile liner and
integrated underwater light the Sunsoka sport
offers first class luxury. Why not combine
your Sunsoka sport pool with a hot tub from
your chosen Sunsoka outlet to give you and
your family the ultimate swim and spa
environment at a price you can afford!

Stylish natural-wood swimming
pools for your home
Heating Options

UK Made for Quality

Any Questions?

We have a variety of cost-effective solutions for
heating your pool, all of which can be fitted
quickly and easily. For ultra-economy, we also
offer an exciting new solar-powered pool heating
option. To discuss which heating solution best
suits your budget and lifestyle, ask your local
approved Sunsoka dealer for more details.

Our range of premium-quality pools are
manufactured in the UK, and uniquely designed
to perfectly suit the European climate. Sunsoka
pools are made from precision-engineered
premium materials, and created for a lifetime
of good looks and great usability. The beautiful
hardwood frame is high-quality, grade-one red
pine, and - unlike many other models on the
market - comes with a 15-year guarantee.
Since we offer deluxe products, you'll receive
everything you need to install your pool,
including all the little details other stockists
often leave out. And our pools come with
luxury extra features as standard:

We've specialised in private pools and leisure
for over four decades, so we know our
products inside and out. You can rest-assured
any questions or concerns will be answered
with expertise and understanding, giving you
total peace of mind. Talk to our expert pool
stockists, and we'll help find the perfect pool
for you. We can advise:

Indoor Pool Lodge
Want to create a stunning natural-wood
indoor pool lodge? Ask about our range of
Forest Young luxury log cabins - a great way
to create your own indoor fitness centre at a
hugely affordable price.
Just ask your local
approved Sunsoka
dealer about the
Forest Young range
from BZc.

Free Luxury Features with Every Model
• Underwater light
• Deluxe liner with tile band
• Injection moulded coping bezels
• Water Treatment starter kit
• DVD guide for pool owners
• Stainless-steel pool ladder
• Extra-safe wooden ladder
• Pool games
• Comprehensive maintenance kit
• Foreman and duty foreman novelty hats
…and all essential tools and materials.

• Which pool will best suit your space & lifestyle
• How to maintain your pool for a lifetime of use
• Which construction package will suit your budget

Bring your garden to life

A guide to our range of Sunsoka Pools
Model BZ5436

Model BZ5424

340cm - 11’ 2ft

580cm - 19’4ft

790cm - 26ft

840cm - 27’6ft

630cm - 20’ 8ft

430cm - 14’2ft

995cm - 31’4ft

1000cm - 32’6ft

775cm - 25’ 4”ft

Model BZ4218

825cm - 27ft

390cm - 12’10ft
480cm - 15’9ft

486cm - 16ft
536cm - 17’8ft

444cm - 14’ 7ft
390cm - 13ft

Model BZ2424

400cm - 13’2ft
340cm

Swim
Jet

340cm - 11’2ft

Model BZ2418
390cm - 12’10ft

394cm - 13ft

Model BZ1818
390cm - 13ft

214cm - 7ft

264cm - 8’ 8ft

Sunsoka Sport

450cm - 14’10ft
536cm - 17’8ft

